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Abstract
This research was purposed to develop module and learning model and instrument of proofing ability in algebra
structure through cooperative learning with helping map concept media for students’ of mathematic major and
mathematics education in State University and Private University in North Sumatra province. The subject of this
research was the students’ of mathematic and mathematics education in Medan State University and Qualitye
University. Developmental Research that oriented on developing product at stage and first year was done
identification of proofing and positive behavior on algebra structure based on curriculum and was developed
module and model cooperative learning with helping concept media map. The result that got at the first stage
was the formula of proofing ability and positive behavior on algebra structure with first module and model
cooperative learning assisting concept media map that assumed effective, efficient in algebra structure. Module
and model of this learning consist of the book of lecturing guiding (lecturing unity schedule, lecturing contract,
and lesson plan), module, and book of students’ assignment.
Keywords: concept media map, cooperative learning, proofing ability
1. Introduction
Proofing is the main characteristic from mathematical activity that done from since students sat in Elementary
School until in the University. This thing was said explicitly in school curriculum so that the students have
mathematic competent in forming the ability of arranging prove, that is students of Elementary School and
Junior High School to arrange the prove inductively, though students of Senior High School arrange the prove
inductively and deductively.
Process of proofing of mathematic on grade the university the form of more formal and more accurate than by
proofing in elementary school and Junior high school (Lee, 2004), that is by using deductive method, that is
implication, contradiction, contraposition, or prove directly, this thing is very difficult to understand by students,
it means that indicate that the ability of proofing need to be a special pay attention and to be key of process in
learning. Algebra structure is one of subject need to get a special attention, to remember this subject is one of the
subject that join in group/class analysis of mathematic and algebra that have pure and abstract behavior, that is
one of the subject that encourage maximal proofing ability. As one of subject from pure mathematic, concepts
that consist of inside it commonly are definition, axiom, and theorems that consist on hierarchy.
From the researcher’s experience through taking this subject algebra structure shown that many students that feel
mistake in processing the prove, for example for proofing the form of implication: if A ⊂ B so Bc ⊂ Ac. So
many students that use Bc ⊂ Ac for proofing the above problem, even though the form of Bc ⊂ Ac that will
be proved.
From the result of research from Muliono and Syafari (2009) also indicated that was not so far different, many
students that did not understand the requirements of grouping from the association, for example H = {a ∈ G | a x
= x a, ∀ x ∈ G}, it means that can be seen when it is asked what is the requirement’s to be group of association
of H? The understanding of the concept is the most important thing in processing of proofing.
To be observed from students’ ability, the concept error like the above case is very big probability because of the
minimum of requirements knowledge that owned of students, the behavior of students that less of
interest/motivation in learning the material, and the students often just keep silent and afraid to ask the questions,
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are not braave to explore their idea. Beeside the proceess of old learnning that use text book and ppresenting that less
consider thhe grade of coognitive abilityy and students’ real world coontext that cauuses the interacction of studen
nts is
less maxim
mal, beside evaaluation that juust pointed to tthe results and not process.
The researrcher’s experieence when to solve the abovee problem try tto take that prooblem in daily life of the stud
dents,
for exampple H is the association
a
off Senat Unimeed, and G is association off faculty studdents, what are
e the
requiremennts to be grouup of H associiation? When this question is given to thhe students, m
most of the stud
dents
started to lless to know abbout the probleem.
Although for being maximal,
m
the iinteraction off learning bettween the sam
me students w
was done thrrough
cooperativve approach byy maximizing tthe role of sam
me tutor. This thing is suppoorted from the results of Muliono
and Syafaari (2009) thatt indicate the process of coooperative leaarning with asssisting conceppt media map
p can
improve thhe ability of proofing
p
abilityy and interactiion of studentss, the result off the research also recomme
ended
needed lessson material that
t
designed bbased on the ccognitive gradee and context oof real word oof the students. The
purpose off this research are (1) identification and annalyze the insttrument of prooofing ability oof the studentss and
formulate in logic rangee and systematical with considering the staart of ability thhat must have of the students. (2)
Develop aand validate moodel cooperatiive learning (tuutor coeval) w
with assisting oof module that designed base
ed on
the cognittive grade andd context of rreal world stuudents and conncept media m
map that assuumed effective
e and
efficient inn developing of
o proofing ability. This modeel consists of m
module form aand students acctivity sheet.
2. The Revview of Literaature
2.1 Proofinng in Structuree Algebra Learrning
Algebra sttructure is com
mmonly form oof algebra systeem that taughtt in school gradde (elementaryy school and senior
high schoool), at school grade
g
we know
w that numberr of algebra, fuunction of algeebra, matrix off algebra and so
s on
viewed as a different thiing, however aactually got thhe same structuure between algebra forms, that is, have group
g
structure, rring and so on.
Accordingg to Bourbaki (in Made 2006), structures are one of thee old abstract oof mathematiccs and more simple
that built by some axioom. As one off pure mathem
matics subjectt, the conceptss of consist inn algebra structure
commonlyy is definition, axiom, and thheorems that consist of systeematically and hieracially annd proofing pro
ocess
use deductive thinking. Prove/proofinng is the mainn characteristicc from mathem
matic activity, especially alg
gebra
structure, tthus proofing must be the kkey componennt of learning pprocess. Prooffing in mathem
matics is one of
o the
processes of taking concclusion from m
mathematics prooblem that thee process done with deduction thinking.
2.2 Media of Concept Map
M in Improvinng the Proofingg Ability Algebbra Structure
where the concepts
As we expplain above thaat structure of algebra is onee of pure mathhematics subject or abstract w
consist insside at commonnly are definittion, axiom, annd theorems thhat consist of hhieracially meaan that the concepts
in algebra structure connsist of conceppts and also foormer facts andd also the use of continuallyy for explainin
ng to
explain thee concepts are more abstractt. The highest cconcepts built from the below
w concept.
Thus, the learning of cooncepts at alggebra structuree mainly incluuding with prooofing will be more direct if
i the
first arrange thhe concepts w
will be learnt from the com
mmon until the more speciaal. Thus it wiill be
students fi
happened meaningful learning so in cognitive structture the studennts must be anny relevant conncept, if there is no
so that thee new informaation already leearnt memorizzing. Thereforee in learning pprocess neededd media of con
ncept
map? Acccording to the statements off Novak (19855), it was saidd that the proccess of meaniingful learning
g can
happen if it done with assisting meddia of concept map. For exaample of conccept map abouut Isomorph group
g
concept (F
Figure 1).

Fiture 1. Concept map about conceptt of Isomorf grroup
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2.3 Coopeerative Approacch with Benefiit of the Colleaague’s’ Tutor R
Role
In processs teaching learrning beside thhe benefit of cconcept media map need to be created leaarning environment
that possibble to the studeents to be posittive interactionn in constructinng the algebraa structure conccepts. It meanss that
will be doone by cooperaative learning with assisting colleagues tuutor. Roger andd Jhonson (Liee, 2004) stated
d that
five elemeents of cooperaative learning, that are: (1) P
Positive mutuaal dependence; (2) Individuall responsibility
y; (3)
Face to face; (4) Comm
munication betw
ween group; (44) Communicaation between group; (5) Proocess of evalu
uation
group. Thiis thing indicaates that the cooperative leaarning is very possible to inncrease studentt’s ability toge
ether.
Above stattements is suppported by Areends opinion (11997) stated thhat cooperativee learning can be luckily betw
ween
students w
with low achievvement and stuudents with hiigh achievemeent that work ttogether in acaademic assignm
ment,
the studennts with higher ability can bee a colleague’ss tutor from thee students havve low ability. IIt indicates need to
pay attenttion social ennvironment thhat possible too the studentts to be posiitive interactioon in constructing
mathematiics concepts. According
A
to V
Vygotsky (Suhharta, 2004; Suuparno 1997), cconstruction thhat pay attention to
this social environment called
c
with soccial constructivvism, it basicaally from the viiew of knowleedge statements can
be formed either individuual or social, sso that the learrning group cann be developedd.
ximal
There are two importannt concepts in Vygotsky theory (Slavin, 11997, Suharta, 2004) that iss Zone of Prox
ffolding. Accoording to (in http://valmbaand.multiply.coom) that is: Z
Zone of Prox
ximal
Developmeent and Scaff
Developmeent is a gap beetween actual development and potential ddevelopment, with another w
word is a child
d can
do somethhing without adult’s assistiing and is a child can do with directinng adult or w
work together with
colleague’s friend. Thouugh Scaffoldinng according to Prayudi (inn http://prayuddi.wordpress.coom) is giving to a
child big amount for beeginning learnning steps andd then to decrease the assissting and givinng a chance to
o the
children taaking away thee responsibilityy that so big sooon after he caan do himself.
Accordingg to Myrick annd Bowman (1981) stated thhat colleague’s tutor is an inddividual that sstill school tha
at use
the conceppt and skill to help
h another sttudents, not a tteacher/conceaaler. Though E
Erney (1984), ccolleagues tuto
or are
an individdual that take care
c
about anoother people aand may talk w
with them abouut their feelingg and viewing
g, not
giving advvice and finishiing another peeople problem.
It can be cconcluded that colleagues tuttor aim to helpp to build Self-ddevelopment, aacademic achiievement and doing
d
positive annd health relaationship. Collleague’s tutor has characterristics: easy gooing, have communication skill,
happy to ggive helping too another peopple, not givingg advice, not tteacher/conceaaler, and not ppeople to finish the
problem.
most importantt ability must bbe had by colleeagues tutor arre academic ab
bility
Besides haaving ability inn above, the m
especially in algebra strructure material so that the students that feeling difficuult to be expeected can solve the
problems ttogether. Accoording to Brannley (Tim MK
KPBM, 2001) tthere are threee basic modelss in doing learrning
with colleaagues tutor, thhat are (1) Stuudent to studennt, (2) Group tto tutor, (3) Sttudent to studeent, with sprea
ading
from threee models as Figgure 2.

Figurre 2. Learning model with coolleagues tutorr
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2.4 The Beenefit of Module in Learningg
Beside it nneeded the conndition of envirronment in thee classroom, leearning sourcees or module iss a factor that is
i not
important, because it is still less the bbook of algebraa structure in IIndonesian lannguage. It relates to difference of
characterisstic of studentts, like brain, skill, ability to study, and etc. For doinng that it needded rule so tha
at all
students caan achieve andd understand leearning materiial based on thhe properly tim
me, for example per one semester.
Accordingg to Tjipto Utoomo (1990) thee aim above caan be achievedd if the system
m of module cann be done, they are
with distriibuting learninng material inn each of maaterial includinng one or som
me topics. Acccording to Tjipto
T
Utomo(1990) the system
m of module leearning have chharacteristics, they are (1) thhe statement off learning targe
et (2)
the knowleedge consist of
o in one framee that seen relaationship and oorder in its paart (3) the partiicipation of stu
udent
is active (44) the evaluatioon based on knnowledge.
The target of learning is useful in arrannging the moddule to direct taarget achievem
ment and as onne consideratio
on for
the studennts. Even thouggh for the studdents can descrribe orderly the result that caan be expectedd from their se
elf, to
do that thee target must be
b said clearlyy and briefly inn every modulle. When betw
ween one moduule with anoth
her so
that it is ssaid clearly, and
a the order of presenting the importantt parts can bee paid attentioon in arranging
g the
module, beeside its elemeents for each leearning target m
must be arrangged according the knowledgee degree.
In learningg system the student’s moddule arrange thheir self-moduule, do they chhoose to folloow the lecturin
ng or
learning frrom module is only enough. So their self ccan be active, bbecause withouut their active they will not finish
f
their progrram. Beside thheir activeness in classroom ddiscussion, alsso the studentss are expected can be more active
a
in their sellf-activities. Itt means that, thhe students dirrected can be summary the m
material that w
will be explain
ned at
group disccussion or classsroom discussion. Howeveer the participaation actively for a student not only guara
antee
that is learrning, but also he is in willing to be possiblle to create thee learning resuult is better.
Based on the characteeristic for subbject materiall algebra struucture that orrganize hieraccially so thatt the
determinattion of frame learning
l
materrial be done wiith degree fram
me, it means thhat the understtanding of topiic the
material (eevaluation based on understaanding) that iss one of requirrements to get understand the topic of material.
The way oof this evaluattion to make leess the failuree and guarantee that the studdents have undderstood conte
ent of
chapter beefore they continue to next chhapter.
3. Researcch Method
3.1 Place aand Time of thhe Research
This reseaarch was donee in mathemattics and matheematics educaation program in Medan State University
y and
Quality University in North
N
Sumatra province. Thee time of the research was planned form
m March 2014 until
Decemberr 2016.
3.2 Researrch Approach
This reseaarch was done by using the method of deevelopmental rresearch. Accoording to Van den Akker (1
1999)
called as fformative reseearch where thhe activities ddone in cyclicc process and aim to optim
mize the quality
y for
implementting product att the certain siituation. This research done in three (3) stteps, three stepps can be draw
wn in
Figure 3.

Figure 3. Steps and actiivities in devellopmental reseearch
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The first sstep of this ressearch is calleed front-end annalysis aim to analyze empiirical data to ddetermine proo
ofing
ability andd positive behaavior on algebbra structure thhat must be hadd for the studeents with conssidering the used of
curriculum
m. This activityy was followeed with develooping learning model algebrra structure byy using cooperrative
approach, concept mediia map, and m
module that arrrange based on theory. Thhrough justificcation, analyze
e and
evaluationn from mathem
matics expertss and mathem
matics educatioon and compeetence lecturerrs so that the first
learning m
model (module)) algebra struccture. The first learning modeel with cooperrative approachh, assisting con
ncept
media mapp, module is one
o of the parrt have been ddeveloped by the researcheer (Saragih, 20000; Syafari, 2003;
2
Muliono aand Syafari, 20009). The first aactivity was doone for 8 montths in this reseearch.
3.3 Researrch Systematical
The abilityy of proofing that is the prrocess of algebbra structure llearning still bbecomes the sserious problem. It
causes thaat the vision annd objective off the algebra sttructure learninng is not suitaable with it is eexpected. Therre are
some aspeects that to bee the cause fa
factor from abbility proofingg problem, theey are lecturinng aspect, stu
udent,
method/appproach, algebrra structure m
material, media and medium. The highlightt of this probleem in this rese
earch
can be visuualized like in the fishbone ddiagram Figuree 4.

F
Figure 4. Diagrram of fishbonne research
On algebraa structure matterial aspect w
will be tested thhe suitable requuirement mateerial concept, thhe suitable con
ncept
with cogniitive degree of the students,, the suitable cconcept with rreal life contexxt with the stuudents to form
mulate
the proofinng ability chaaracteristics. E
Even though frrom method aaspect or approoach will be ttested about ab
bility
lecturer inn designing andd developing tthe module (leearning materiaal) that suitablle with the coggnitive degree from
the studennts, the suitablee concept withh context real llife from the students with ccooperative leaarning model. Even
though froom student asppect will be examined about increasing prooofing ability aand positive behavior the stu
udent
on algebraa structure matterial and learnning model as impact from llearning proceess. Furthermoore from equipment
aspect willl be tested withh supporting vvisual media annd concept media map, librarry, lab, and environment in doing
d
learning prrocess. Even though
t
from ennvironment asspect will be teested general ssociety commoonly and supported
from the uuniversity as suupplying inform
mant and humaan resources inn creating the iincreasing in bbetter education.
4. The Result of the Research and Discussion
The result that got of thiis research, theey are: the form
mulation of proofing ability that include inn Algebra Stru
ucture
and the boook of lectureer handing (leccturing unity sschedule, lectuuring contract, lesson plan),, the instrument of
proofing aability. It got seeven learning activities, theyy are: learningg activity 1 grooup mediation,, learning activ
vity 2
biner operration and grouup, learning aactivity 3 subggroup and skill group, learniing activity 4 mutation, learrning
activity 5 orbits, cycles,, and alternatinng group, learrning activity 66, subgroup noormal and factor group, learrning
activity 7 hhomomorphism
m, isomorphism
m and out direectly timing annd from every llearning activiity get 4 test so
o that
all of getting 28 formullation the prooofing ability ffrom the resultted module. D
Distributing leaarning activity
y and
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formulate proofing ability have been said valid by validator and the result of try out in the field pointed the same
result that is all the tests have validity and reliability with high category.
The above result pointed that either the good module or proofing ability tests exactly to measure what should be
measured based on the taught material. Thus also with reliability test degree that high so that it pointed that
either learning equipment’s or proofing ability test will produce the same result (ajeg) when it done repetitively.
It is supported by opinion of Arikunto (2013) that stated that a valid test and reliability indicate consistent and
ajeg from its test, furthermore it said that a test has measured what should be measured, and it will produce the
same that ajeg though it done repetitively. Beside that it got some inventions in designing the module and
proofing process, they are:
1)

In learning activity between group, many students that difficulty in using implication concept (if....so...).
Students do not understand the use of correct score from implication concept and part association concept.
For example: problem if A ⊆ B so BC ⊆ AC . Almost of the students are not able to prove the above
problem. They still use the concept BC ⊆ AC however the concept will be proved. However after he given
including direction with new implication concept some students can understand the above problem.

2)

In equivalent relation concept that is: if f is an equivalent relation association at H association S and a ∈ S
so [ a ] = {x ∈ S | (a, x) ∈ f } called equivalent class that include a. Most of the student felt difficulty in
determining grouping from equivalent class that include a. When it asked who is group from [a}? Most of
the student are not able to answer, however when the concept included by real life context, for example S
association of the students learn algebra structure subject and furthermore asked is the possible group [a]
the people in the outside? They are able to answer from [a] is member from S. Furthermore the next
questions how is member S? Finally they realized and most of the student are able to answer correctly.

3)

The students still difficulty in understanding on concept Center from group G written Z (G) = {a ∈ G | a x =
x a, ∀ x ∈ G}. The symbolization from Center concept still very difficult from the student, they do not
understand who is member of Z (G). However when the lecturer take the concept in daily life, for example
association of G student is following the algebra structure lecturing, then the question who is member of
Z(G), there are students do not answer member of G, then the next question continued how is member of G?
Almost of all students cannot answer, finally with some helping from given the student cannot answer.

4)

Concept the subgroup below: a subset H that is not empty of group G, ∗ si subgroup of G if and if only:

a.

∀ a,b ∈ H so a ∗ b ∈ H ( First Axiom of group definition )

b. ∀ a ∈ H so a-1 ∈ H ( fourth Axiom of group definition)
Many students felt misconception at the above concept, the students realize that the concept is implication or
implication two ways, however when it is in processing proofing concept the students are not able to use two
kinds. However after they given explanation that two kinds are close kinds and invers kinds (two of four kind
group) already can start the proofing process.
5)

It the same thing with applying subgroup concept: association H that part finite and not empty from group
G. H subgroup of G if H contain close kind. Part of the students are not able use the concept subgroup H
subgroup, when it fulfilled H association parts are finite of group G, they do not realize that with using
Cayley table and fulfill close kind have been enough to conclude that H of subgroup G.

6)

Understand the Kernel concept or core of ρ, with ρ is a homomorphism of G to G• that is I(ρ) definite with
I(ρ) = {x ∈ G | ρ(x) = e•}, e• is neutral element of G•, is concept that still difficult to understand by most of
the students. However after they drawn a diagram like in the below and some questions they can understand
members of association I(ρ) = { a, e}

7)

Cycle concept that is: ρ is mutation of association A, said Cycle if ρ has many 1 orbit that contain more
than 1 element. Many students that felt difficulty in understanding Cycle concept, however after they given
some examples and not example the student have already understood. Furthermore they given assignment
for making mutation example that is Cycle and not Cycle.

8)

Understand and apply concept subgroup of a theorem that sound as: H is part association that finite and not
empty of group G. H subgroup of G if H fulfilled close characteristic. Most of the students are not able to
understand and apply the concept in processing problem finishing, for example: pay attention group
Z8={0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7}. With Cayley table can be observed associations part of H1 = {0, 4} and H2 = {0, 2, 4,6}
is subgroup of Z8. It is not a little students that prove with showing four characteristics of group at
association H1 = {0,4} and H2 = {0,2,4,6}
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Some cases in the above showed that proofing ability that is the main characteristic of mathematic activity for
graduate students (S-1) mathematic education was still big problem. So many students still felt difficulty in
understanding algebra concepts that are abstract, so that the lecturer need to give an assisting with including the
concept in the real context that include in daily life, it designed in forming learning module. Beside it interacted
between students and students and between students and lecturer gave positive contribution in doing maximal
students’ understanding, so that it needs to pay attention. In that process proved many students that assisted in
understanding the concept. It is suitable with Arends’s opinion (1997) that said that learning cooperatively can be
benefit between students with low achievement and students with high achievement that work together in
academic assignment, the student can be higher can be colleague’s tutor of student’s low ability. The benefit of
learning cooperatively also supported by the result of research Saragih (2000) that the result that cooperative
learning approach in learning algebra structure can help students’ understanding either low group or high group.
The including between one concept and another concept also become to pay attention, many students that felt
difficulty in understanding concept that abstract and more commonly, for example mutation concept that consist
of bijective function, group concept with subgroup, center, and centralizer, kernel or core, isomorphism, and so
on. In understanding the concept that more abstract will be easy if the students can understand the simpler
concept, all of this need to include and in understanding to the concepts needed concept media map. It is
supported by Novak’s opinion Novak (1985) that stated so that meaningful learning in cognitive structure
students must be any relevant concepts, if there is no new information can be taught memorizing, it can be done
with helping concept media map. The benefit of concept media map and students interaction in learning also
supported by the research Syafari and Saragih (2001, 2003) that stated that happened minimization and revision
misconception students in learning transformation geometry and real analyze through remedial learning by using
concept media map and colleagues tutor.
5. Conclusion and Suggestion
5.1 Conclusion
This research concluded they are:
1)

From the try out validity tested got learning module in algebra structure subject that consist of seven
learning activities and twenty eight formulate the proofing ability that said that valid and have high
reliability.

2)

Learning model with cooperative approach assisting concept media map by using module can increase the
proofing ability.

5.2 Suggestion
This research suggested they are:
1)

To the lecturer of education mathematic major though another major expected can design learning module
in every own subject.

2)

To the lecturer mathematic education major though another major expected can design and apply learning
model with cooperative approach expected can design and apply learning model with cooperative approach
with assisting concept media map in every own subject.

3)

To the lecturer mathematic education especially in algebra structure subject though another subject that
have analyzed characteristics expected can design the instrument of proofing ability.
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